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Standardised patients (SPs) are a powerful form of simulation that has now become commonplace in training and assessment in medical education throughout the world. Standardised patients are individuals, with or without actual disease, who have been trained to portray a medical case in a consistent manner. They are now the gold standard for measuring the competence of physicians and other health professionals, and the quality of their practice. A common way in which SPs are used in performance assessment has been as part of an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE). The use of an SP based OSCE can be a powerful tool in measuring continued competence in human reliability and skill performance where such skills are a critical attribute to maintaining patient safety. This article will describe how an OSCE could be used as a patient safety tool based on cases derived from actual events related to postdonation information in the blood collection process. The OSCE was developed as a competency examination for health history takers. Postdonation information events in the blood collection process account for the majority of errors reported to the US Food and Drug Administration. SP based assessment is an important patient safety tool that could be applied to a variety of patient safety settings and situations, and should be considered an important weapon in the war on medical error and patient harm.

Continuing competency assessment after initial licensing and/or certification is an important element in a proactive patient safety environment. An important issue in the area of competency assessment is determining what constitutes valid and reliable methods that focus on actual performance rather than on knowledge assessment only, in the form of written examinations. A recent patient safety report, *Patient Safety: Achieving a New Standard of Care*3, stressed the importance of examining not only errors of commission but also those of omission. The issue of identifying risks and hazards related to omissions is particularly challenging, especially in association with individual healthcare professional performance in critical provider—patient interactions, where missed information can have far reaching consequences downstream in the process of care. Battles and Lilford4 have presented a model of patient safety that links human behaviour within the process of care, nested within the structure of care. The art of measuring the individual performance nested within complex structures and processes of care is an important challenge to patient safety. Both Rasmussen et al and Reason have described different types of human error and system failures that contribute to safety events, and van der Schaaf and Vincent have each developed causal classification approaches to apply these concepts as causal classification schema to aid in the analysis of risk and hazards contained in safety events. How are we to detect risks and hazards associated with errors of omission in health professionals where failure to obtain critical patient information can have far reaching consequences?

A great deal of attention in patient safety has been paid to using event reports to identify risks and hazards and potential failures of graduate medical trainees. However, these methods are retrospective and may not be adequate for more prospective competency assessment in areas where human performance may be subject to critical failures increasing risks and hazards to patients.

If we are to shift to a more prospective method of identifying risks and hazards associated with human performance, simulation may be one method to examine human performance without placing actual patients at risk from the very failures we wish to eliminate. One of the most powerful forms of simulation currently in widespread use in medical education is the standardised patient (SP). The use of SPs in both teaching and in evaluation has now become commonplace in most medical schools throughout the world. The SP can be considered a sophisticated form of role playing, a widely used form of simulation.

SPs are individuals, with or without actual disease, who have been trained to portray a medical case or role in a consistent manner. SPs can also evaluate skills in interviewing, interpersonal relationships, and communication. The use of SPs is advantageous over real patients in that an SP can be available at any time and setting, and all subjects are exposed to the same situation. SPs have been used in the evaluation and training of medical students, residents, and
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practising physicians. With proper training, SPs have been shown to provide consistent and accurate simulations and recordings of performance by medical students and professionals. SPs are now the gold standard for measuring the competence of physicians and the quality of their practice, and with adequate training are indistinguishable from real patients.

While SPs are now widely used in teaching, there has been a parallel growth in SP based performance examinations. One of the most commonly used formats for SP competency based assessment is that of an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE). OSCEs have been used in Canada for certification since the early 1990s. The United States Medical Licensing Examination began using the OSCE format as part of the medical licensing process in the United States in 2004. The OSCE was first described in 1975 by Harden, a pioneer in medical education from Scotland. The OSCE has spread from Scotland to other parts of the UK, North America, Australia, and worldwide. The OSCE is not so much a testing method as it is a flexible approach to test administration. In an OSCE, a variety of methods can be incorporated to obtain an assessment of clinical skills. Examinees in an OSCE rotate around a circuit of stations where they are required to perform a variety of clinical tasks, which could include taking a history from a patient, performing a physical examination, and ordering and interpreting diagnostic studies. Many of these stations incorporate SPs.

Can the lessons learned in using SP based performance assessment be applied to patient safety? We believe that the answer is “Yes”; the SP based OSCE can be an important patient safety tool and we offer the following case example from transfusion medicine to make our point.

COMPETENCY EXAMINATION IN TAKING HEALTH HISTORIES

Concern over the safety of the world’s blood supply following the outbreak of the AIDS epidemic has been with us now for nearly 2 decades. In transfusion medicine, post-donation information accounts for the majority of events reported by blood and plasma centres to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) through a mandatory reporting system, the blood product deviation (BPD) report. The FDA further classifies postdonation information into two categories; information that was known or could have been known at the time of donation, and information not known at the time of the donation. Of the 33 466 total BPD reports submitted the FDA in 2002 from blood and plasma establishments, 22 162 (69.2%) were postdonation information reports, 88.7% of which were known by the donor at the time of donation. This information is most commonly discovered at a subsequent donation attempt.

In 1995, the FDA issued the Guidelines for Quality Assurance in Blood Establishments. These guidelines state that formal competency evaluation programmes analysing both theoretical and practical knowledge of procedures should be implemented. The evaluation could include direct observation, records review, written tests, and internal and external proficiency specimens. We wished to explore a more comprehensive form of competency assessment of our health history takers. Within the USA, donor collection employees undergo an extensive training programme upon hiring. Typically in the USA, at most community blood centres, the donor collection staff is composed of registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, emergency medical technicians, and paramedics. All donor collection staff members are required by FDA regulation to undergo annual competency evaluations. While it is often believed that the donor merely failed to provide information that subsequently led to a BPD report as a result of postdonation information, we wanted to more clearly quantify and understand the role the medical history takers might play regarding these types of reportable events. Implementing the OSCE was an opportunity to examine the predonation history process from a postdonation information focus and to identify improvements that would reduce their occurrence.

APPROACH

OSCE design

An eight station OSCE incorporating SPs as standardised donors (SDs) was developed to assess the competency of the health history takers at a typical community blood centre, Hoxworth Blood Center at the University of Cincinnati Medical Center. The OSCE was adapted from the OSCE of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center. It was used to provide performance assessment of medical students in their “Instruction to Medicine” course, given in the second year of a 4 year curriculum. The OSCE measured two individual skill components: history taking technique (history examination extraction; HXE), and ability to record and interpret a medical history (history examination interpretation; HXI). The SDs evaluated the HXE component with the use of a checklist. The completed donor forms were used to measure the HXI component. The total number of cases, eight, was set a priori, based on previous experience with OSCE administration from 1989. As Swanson and Norcini point out, the greatest threat to reliability in performance examinations is case specificity, where performance on one case does not necessarily predict performance on another, therefore, the number of cases needs to be sufficient to avoid this problem and yet be of a practical length that is reasonable to administer.

Standardised donor scenarios

The eight SD cases for whole blood donation were designed to evaluate the affective and cognitive skills of the person taking the health history. The cases were based on the postdonation accidents seen at Hoxworth Blood Center. Of the 67 incidences of postdonation information Hoxworth Blood Center reported to the FDA from 1 January to 30 June 1999, over half were related to donors who had visited an area endemic for malaria, but not disclosed that information during the predonation interview process. The next highest group included donors who had received a tattoo or body piercing, followed by donors with high risk behaviour for HIV. Because of the recent interest in bloodborne transmission of bovine spongiform encephalopathy and restriction of travel to the UK for donors, a case was developed to reflect this emerging area of potential postdonation information, even though this had not previously been an area of concern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Hormone replacement therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Professional ear piercing. No travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>Allergy medication. Travel to malaria areas in South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>Basal skin cancer in 1992. Travel to malaria areas in Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>Medication for depression. Unprofessional ear piercing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>Recent flu shot. Treatment for chlamydia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Cholesterol medication. &lt;6 months cumulative travel to the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>HIV high risk factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mix of cases was also matched to the national profile of reported events from the FDA. Table 1 lists the eight cases used.

**Standardised donor HXE checklist**

A 15 item checklist was developed for the eight cases. The first thirteen of the items were the same for each case, and the last two items were case specific. The items identified specific communication and history taking tasks to evaluate the affective skills (HXE) of the person taking the health history. The items were chosen from literature on medical interviewing and are shown in table 2.26–32 While there are differences between the patient–doctor encounter and the health history taker–potential blood donor encounter, many interview techniques apply to both situations. The SDs were trained in assessing and evaluating the performance of the health history takers based on the checklist items. All items were equally weighted. Satisfactory performance on the item was worth one point and somewhat satisfactory performance was worth half a point.

**Standardised donors**

Twelve SDs were recruited to present the eight cases. Eight of the twelve had previous experience as SPs for the University of Cincinnati Medical School. Each SD received information about blood donation, including a donor form, the case information, and a generic checklist. The SDs were trained to present the essential features and history of each case and to answer probable questions posed by the history takers. The SDs were instructed to answer the questions asked by the person taking their health history but not to volunteer information. They were also trained in evaluating the health history takers and in completing the checklists.

**Testing**

Over a 1 month period, nine OSCE sessions were conducted at Hoxworth Blood Center, and a total of 56 health history takers were evaluated. At the beginning of each OSCE, instructions were given to each health history taker. The history takers knew that the donors and cases were not “real”. A range of 1–8 health history takers was tested per session. Each cubicle assigned to the individual health history taker contained a copy of Hoxworth Blood Center’s Donor Selection Standard Operating Procedures, the high risk questions asked of all donors, the book of Donor Medical Criteria, and pens. At the beginning of each encounter, the SD gave the history taker a donor form. The SDs that portrayed the three cases involving travel outside the US and Canada carried copies of world atlases and the Health Information for International Travel, 1999–2000 by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and presented them to the screener at the start of the encounter. Time limits were not placed on the encounters. The health history takers did not take any physical measurements such as blood pressure, pulse, temperature, or haematocrit. The encounter consisted of asking and answering the questions on the donor form, and the history takers were instructed to base their donor suitability determinations on the questions only. At the conclusion of the encounter, the SD left the history taker and completed the checklist (HXE). The process continued until each health history taker had met with all eight SDs.

**Donor form grading**

The donor forms were evaluated for completeness and for the correct determination of donor suitability. Points were assigned based on the required documentation for each scenario. Each donor form was worth a total of 100 points. The donor forms measured the ability to record and interpret a medical history (HXI).

**Statistical analysis**

Reliability of the OSCE was determined by calculating generalisability coefficients and a dependability index with cut score for the entire OSCE and each of the two skill components. The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula was used to determine the number of stations needed to achieve a generalisability coefficient or a dependability of 0.8. Statistical analysis was performed using SAS software (version 6.12; SAS Institute, Inc. Cary, NC, USA).

**FINDINGS**

A detailed description of the results and psychometric analysis of this OSCE has been reported elsewhere in the literature. We, will, therefore, only briefly describe the highlights of the results as an example of a patient safety related OSCE.

**Health history taker OSCE scores**

Because all 56 history takers participating in the OSCE are employed health professionals who determine donor suitability on a routine basis, high scores for the HXI component were anticipated and expected. A case could be made for the HXI score to be 100 in order to demonstrate competency; however, the cases were designed to test the competency level of all staff. As most of the cases were derived from previous postdonation accident information, determining donor suitability was already shown to be difficult and not a perfect process. While a 100% performance on HXI is highly desirable, and while 25 out of 56 subjects achieved it, the test might have appeared too easy had all the subjects scored 100%.

For most of the history takers, the HXI scores were greater than the HXE scores. In other words, subjects performed better on completing the donor form than on interviewing skills. Ten subjects had an HXE score of <90.00; four of these had HXI scores of 100. The largest range of scores for a single subject was an HXI of 100 with HXE of 80.8. These subjects correctly determined donor suitability but obviously some improvement is needed in their interview and interpersonal skills.

Only one person received an HXE score of 100, and no one received a score of 100 on both components. The history taker with the lowest score for HXE also had the lowest score for HXI. In some of the case scenarios, the history takers obtained the correct answer but did not endear themselves to the SDs. One SD commented that one of the history takers made no attempt at personal warmth. How likely would a real donor be to return in this instance? For the subject with the lowest scores in both components, their poor interviewing skills prohibited them from receiving the necessary information to correctly determine donor suitability. Lack of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist items</th>
<th>Score (max = 448)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Introduce themselves</td>
<td>317.5</td>
<td>70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Warm and friendly</td>
<td>430.5</td>
<td>96.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Poised and confident</td>
<td>426.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Vocal qualities</td>
<td>417.5</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Nonverbal communication</td>
<td>425.5</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Listening skills</td>
<td>426.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Maintain donor comfort</td>
<td>425.5</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Interview style</td>
<td>432.0</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Answers recorded immediately</td>
<td>436.0</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Clarifying questions</td>
<td>430.0</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Confidence with decision</td>
<td>426.0</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Explained eligibility/deferral</td>
<td>433.0</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Appreciation</td>
<td>430.0</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge or limited facility in a language (mismatch between patient’ and provider’s primary language) can be a significant issue in the execution of interviewing skills.

**Generalisability and dependability**

The reliability of this OSCE as determined by generalisability coefficient did not reach the desired level of 0.8. This is common for standardised performance based assessments; the test would have to double in size in order to attain the desired level. The test length required for reliable results is a well documented drawback of OSCEs.36

The reliability increased when dependability index with cut score was used. This was anticipated and has been reported in the literature.4 The reliability was >0.8 for the total OSCE score and the HXI component with this method. Using a cut score of 0.9, or 90%, 10 subjects would not have passed the exam based on the HXI score, and one person would not have demonstrated competency based on the HXI score.

**Competency determination and retraining**

Results of the OSCE were reported to the donor collection management team and staff. The failure to defer the SD who had visited South Africa (case 3) and the SD with chlamydia (case 6) were viewed as the most severe errors in the OSCE. From a recipient safety perspective, failing to defer an unsuitable donor is more serious than deferring an acceptable donor. Three history takers were involved in the four incidences and they were retrained by the donor collection department supervisor and re-evaluated. Re-evaluation for the malaria deferral consisted of a written test that involved obtaining information from the Health Information for International Travel, 1999–2000.19 The history taker who also missed the chlamydia deferral had to take an additional written test that required completing donor forms for three written scenarios. Two of the three history takers had the two lowest total scores for the OSCE. The third had an overall OSCE score of 93.452. The history taker with the lowest score is not from the USA and all eight SDs commented that he had language problems, and was difficult to understand. Because he did not correctly determine donor suitability owing to poor history taking, the donor must now read the questions from the form along with him when he screens potential blood donors.

While correctly determining donor suitability is the main goal of the pre-donation screening, it is not the only determination of a successful interview. Several health history takers correctly completed the donor forms but had low communication scores. In a real donation setting, even if the donor was correctly deferred or accepted, one negative interview experience might result in the donor failing to return to donate blood.

**Comparing results with other OSCEs**

The overall template for the design and administration of this examination demonstrating competency in taking donor history was based on the established OSCE literature and many years of experience in conducting OSCEs in the medical education arena. Thus, we were able to compare the results of this OSCE to others that the primary author had administered. The results of this OSCE matched the patterns results and psychometric results that had previously been achieved.26–42 Achieving this level of comparability was gratifying and encouraging, indicating that the attributes of SP based competency examinations are domain independent.

**LESSONS**

Given the number of BPD reports stemming from postdonation information that are reported to the FDA, the competency of health history takers is an important issue that must be addressed in any discussion in maintaining the safety of the blood supply. The OSCE format represents a valid and reliable format for conducting annual competency assessment as required by the FDA.

There are a number of other important lessons that can be learned from this example of a transfusion based OSCE used as a patient safety tool. Firstly, the OSCE works well at measuring clinical performance in a critical area for patient safety. Secondly, this transfusion example is a confirmation that the standards and protocols for design and data analysis of SP based OSCEs that have emerged from medical education work well in other domains, and for health professionals other than physicians in training. The psychometric protocols already exist for determining the reliability and test performance of such examinations. Thirdly, available resources that can be used to assist in the development and employment of this type of simulation based assessment examinations exist in many settings. Many medical schools have a cadre of individuals who help recruit and train SPs for both teaching and assessment. Those in patient safety are not alone; there is help if providers know where to look for it, especially in medical education units.

The OSCE is a template for a competency assessment examination. While much of the work to date has featured OSCE stations that employ SP and human simulators, this does not mean that nonhuman simulators cannot be used in this format. There are important limitations in using SPs. Assessing invasive procedures is not something that is appropriate or ethical for SPs. In such cases, models and other mechanical or electronic simulators would be the choice. However, the assessment templates and psychometric standards that have emerged from the use of SP based OSCE can be applied to performance assessments with other types of simulators. Thus, advocates of high fidelity simulators should look to the OSCE evidence based literature for help and guidance in designing and evaluating simulator based competency assessment.

There are a number of other applications for SP to be employed in the process of identifying risks and hazards in patient safety. As Norman27 and colleagues pointed out almost 20 years ago, SPs are indistinguishable from actual patients in actual practice settings, so could be used to detect errors of omission in ambulatory practice settings. SPs may also be able to be used to examine transitions of care where
an SP would move from one setting to another. These are just two examples of how SPs can be an effective form of simulation that could be part of a patient safety programme.

Many of the methods and approaches to patient safety have come from other industries; in the case of the SP based OSCE, the methods, resources, and expertise already exist within healthcare — we just need to make use of the available resources. The OSCE and SPs are no longer only for medical education.
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